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Turkic societies

Gender relations regulated by customary law as reflected through legends and historical records in the
Turkic societies
Nilgün Dalkesen*
History of Turkish women have generally been examined as before and after Islam. For these periods
genaralizations are made as there was or was not any gender equality. Since there are very restricted
historical sources for the pre-Islamic period, studies related to this period keep repeating each other.
In this study, the legends of different Turkic societies are examined as historical sources in
comparison under the light of some sociological and anthropological theories. Thus, I will try to show
that parellel to different social, political and cultural formations in different times and different parts
of Inner Asia before Islam, there were different gender relations among the Turkic societies.
Key words: Central Asia, Turkish Women, Early Turks, Uighurs
Destanlar ve tarihi kayıtlar ışığında farklı Türk toplumlarında cinslerarası ilişkiler
Türk kadın tarihi genel olarak İslam öncesi ve sonrası olarak ele alınmakta ve bu dönemler için kadınerkek ilişkilerinde eşitlik vardı veya yoktu yönünde genellemeler yapılmaktadır. Özellikle İslam öncesi
dönemle ilgili yeterince kaynak bulunmaması sebebi ile bu dönemle ilgili yapılan çalışmalar birbirinin
tekrarı niteliğinedir. Bu çalışmada, İslam kültür ve medeniyeti etkisi altına girmeden önce, Orta
Asya’nın farklı zaman ve bölgelerinde yaşanan farklı siyasi, sosyal ve kültürel değişimlere bağlı
olarak meydana gelen farklı kadın-erkek ilişkileri üzerinde durulmaktadır. Bu çerçevede farklı Türk
toplumlarına ait çeşitli destanlar sosyolojik ve antropolojik verilerin ışığında karşılaştırmalı olarak
incelenmektedir.
Anahtar kelimeler: Orta Asya, Türk Kadını, Altaylar, Göktürkler, Uygurlar

Introduction
The subject of this article is gender relations in several (selected) Turkic societies which had not entered under
the influence of Islamic culture and civilization yet. Within this frame, various Turkic and Mongolian societies
who lived in different part of Inner Asia and had different social and political and cultural experiences during
pre-Islamic times are examined from a comparative perspective. In this way, various Turkic and Mongolian
societies from different historical periods are examined in order to show that Asia “before Islam” was not
homogeneous, but rather culturally, socially and, politically diverse; by extension, the nature of gender relations
was also diverse both through time and across spaces.
Sources
While examining gender relations among the Turkic and Mongolian societies before Islam, the sources
used here, are legends or myths of the Inner and Northern Asian 1 societies and the inscriptions of the ancient
Türks as well as Chinese historical records. They were mostly documented by travelers and others who were
outsiders to these societies. Some of these sources were translated into Turkish by Bahaeddin Ögel 2 and
Abdülkadir İnan.3 Additionally, some early Türk inscriptions give important information about the women of the
ruling elite among the early Türk (Göktürks) (6-8th c.) and the Uighurs (8-9th c.).
In this study, the oral literature is being used as a primary tool for the analysis of the position of women
especially in the northern parts of Inner Asia. Situated far away from sedentary civilizations, these societies have
kept their ancient ways of life to a great extent but unfortunately left no written sources related to their past .
Nevertheless, these oral sources- legends, myths and stories- created among the northern Asian societies were
passed down over many centuries; this process of production and reproduction of oral histories carries with it
traces of the past. It is indeed very difficult to figure out the exact position of the pre-Islamic women in Asia by
using these legends as they have been reshaped by many cultural, social and political events through the
*
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centuries. Each society was affected from these outside impacts to a different degree. Yet these sources can be
utilized to provide us with insight and information that is not available elsewhere.
Some Sociological and Anthropological Approaches and terminologies about Gender Relations and
Women’s Status
Throughout history, there has always been a close relation between social, political and cultural
transformations and roles and status of men and women. Formation of states and empires, class distinctions
shaped gender relations in favor of men.4 In this frame and for our purposes here, these societies of nomadic and
semi nomadic tribes are analyzed mainly in two groups. Taking the lead from Esther Jacobsen’s definition of
northern clan societies and southern tribal societies, 5 in this study, the term ‘northerly’ is used for the first group
consisting of clan and tribal societies located along the northern belt or zone, 6 while the second group that is
confederative groups or state societies along the southern belt are referred to by ‘southerly.’ These definitions are
not based on geographical conditions, but on social and cultural characteristics, and the terms ‘northerly’ and
‘southerly’ are used for the sake of analytical convenience.
In general, in very early stages these Inner Asian societies (southerly) from the Xiongnu (Huns) to the
Uighurs (3rd B.C- to 840), established individual dynasties in the hearth of the Inner Asia, experienced social,
political, economical and cultural transformations and adopted patrilineal and patriarchal traits; close commercial
and cultural relations with the sedentary cultures, imbued with Confucianism, Buddhism and Manichaeism
probably became effective in this adaptation of patriarchy. As a result, the position of women became more
passive, more symbolic, and women became more invisible in the public sphere that is, in the political arena.
These societies attributed less significance to women and to matrilineal descent. Patrilineality and superiority of
masculine power was accepted to a greater degree among these groups.7
On the other hand, the Hakas and Yakut people who lived in South Siberia (northerly) did not
experience great social, economic and political transformations. They did not established empires or states, they
did not make conquest through which they gained great wealth and power and they also had quite limited
interaction with the outside world. 8 Therefore they could keep their ancient culture and way of life to a great
extent. There was not an important class distinction, social and economical differentiations within their
societies.
In this article, the term “gender equality’ is used often. But it does not imply certain equality between
men and women. Here, some values which are made use of as a criteria for gender equality. For example
absence of special (bad or good) attributes for men and women in the sources is an important clue of gender
equality; In such kind of societies high personal assets, like power, right of ruling, bravery were not special to
men or women; Ability and individual traits were more important than gender. 9 As “division of labor” between
men and women is one of the causes of the differentiation of gender, 10 “division of labor” is applied as an
important tool for analyzing gender relation among the “northerly” and “southerly” societies.
Furthermore, the terms ‘matriarchy’ and ‘patriarchy’ are not used in this study. Because, these terms
are two opposite poles of gender relations and they are best understood as the subordination of male and female
counterparts.11 On the other hand, gender relations in human societies show great variations and there is no
evidence to support an evolution from matriarchy to patriarchy. Gender relations were not in a continuous
evolution towards patriarchy. As Arthur Brittan states, since gender does not exist outside history and culture,
this means that both masculinity and femininity are continuously subject to a process of reinterpretation. 12 Inner
Asian societies were also continuously changing social, political and cultural structures while living in different
times and places. In a parallel manner, gender relations, masculinity and feminity were re-shaped under these
powers.
Instead of matriarchy and patriarchy, matrilineality and patrilineality are used in this study in order to
avoid making certain judgments about gender relations. Matrilineal descent is eligibility acquired through female
for both males and females and patrilineal when it is obtained through males. 13 According to Robert H. Lowie
matrilocal residence and matrimonial property interests tended to produce a matrilineal descent, but this is not
valid for every society. Some matrilineal societies can be patrilocal. A full-fledged matrilineal or patrilineal
system does not evolve into its opposite. The two have a distinct history. 14 In this connection Gerda Lerner
summarizes her assumptions about this matter as follows: (1) Most of the evidence for female equality in
societies draws from matrilineal, matrilocal societies, which are historically transitional and currently vanishing.
(2) While matrilineality and matrilocality confer certain rights and privileges on women, decision-making power
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within the kinship group nevertheless rests with elder males. (3) Patrilineal descent does not imply subjugation
of women nor does matrilineal descent indicate matriarchy. (4)Matrilineal societies have been unable to adapt to
competitive, exploitive, techno-economic systems and gave way to patrilineal societies over time. 15 Under the
light of these information it can be said that matrilineal societies are more egalitarian but it easily turn into
patrilineal under social and political transformation. Similarly, among matrilineal “northerly” societies, the line
between matrilineaty and patrilineaty was not clear as it will be seen.
Under the light of these anthropological insights, it can be said that there was no matriarchy among the
Turkic and Mongolian societies during the ancient times as we see in the following. Therefore, instead of using
matriarchy or patriarchy, various terms which do not imply complete obedience of one group to another are used
here. These are the terms such as female/man centered, female/masculine values, and matrilineality/patrilineality
and so on. By using these terms, we may try to analyze changing gender roles and the degree of tension or
coherence between them without going into categorizations. Categories put boundaries on that which we are
trying to understand and impose limitations on our heuristic endeavor. Better to let go of such categorical
constructs and employ the proposed terminology so that we can better understand the nature of gender relations
in the societies under study. And let us do so without committing them to broad kinship classifications that
frustrate the reality of their gender relations.
The “Northerly” Group as Reflected in Legends
The “northerly” group consists of the societies of Siberia and the Altay regions. Their common features are that
they did not experience radical social, political and cultural transformations in comparison to the “southerly”
societies. Because, these people represent different Turkic groups that were living within a clan or a tribal
organization.16 As they did not produce written records, their strong oral traditions are the main tool for learning
about their social and cultural structures. They seem to have preserved their archaic values, ways of life, rituals,
social and economic values to a great extent.17 Therefore, their legends are the only main reliable source, and
provide a window into their past.18
1- Hakas’ Altın Arığ Legend
The Hakas and Yakut people among the “northerly” societies were able to preserve their tribal/clan traditions
and their ancient way of life and culture more than the other northerly societies, such as the Altai group. Because
they had not transformed into a state society until the 20 th century and they had no written literature. 19
Furthermore, they had very restricted contact with sedentary civilizations. Therefore, their oral epic literature
(legends) reflects their past to a great extent. In the Hakas and Yakut legends, we encounter matrilineality, a
strong female cult, and see that female assets were valued. Among these, the creation legends, Altın Arığ20 and
Yakut’s Er-Sogotoh stand out.
In the Altın Arığ legend, the leading figures are women rather than men. High values are attributed to women
who enjoy great freedom and play important roles in the society. As this legend is too long, only some important
events will be mentioned here.
Marriages in this legend represent different values of the society about gender relations. Therefore, t hey
show us the changing views or the changing traditions in gender relations of the past. The first marriage is
between Picen Arığ 21 who is a she-ruler (hakan) and Alp-Saaday who is the ruler of the neighboring country;
she makes a marriage offer to Alp-Saaday, but he refuses to marry her. But when he sees that Picen Arığ is a
very beautiful girl, he changes his mind. Then he asks why do you want to marry me? Picen Arığ replies that in
my homeland (yurt) there is no hero (yiğit). We need a person who protects and defends us. This ruler, called
Alp-Saaday refuses to stay in her homeland (yurt) and says “A heroic person (Alp insan) does not stay at the
yurt of someone else.” Picen Arığ accepts to live in his yurt and forces her people to migrate to her husband’s
yurt. We see that the term hakan which we usually use only for men, is used here both in the masculine and
feminine sense. Yet the she-ruler needs protection of a male hero yiğit and accepts to stay at her husband’s yurt.
According to these legends, both men and women can have leading roles but patrilocality appears to have the
upper hand.
In spite of its strong archaic characteristics, the society in this legend is patrilineal. This duality is seen in the
following part of the legend and in other legend which are examined in this study. The old and new values were
mixed but as it is seen below, these values can create tensions. This is explained by Karl Reichl as “formation of
layers” in the cultural and social values of these societies. Karl Reichl thinks that these legends or heroic epic
poetries have shaped cultural values which have been transformed. 22 Furthermore their oral character made them
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more open to adaptation of different elements. Reichl states that “[…] the heroic epic, will be seen standing in a
network of oral genres with which it interacts both synchronically and diachronically [...] This cultural context of
the heroic epic entails a particular view of one's own past and the relationship of oneself to his past, both in a
"genealogical" and "identificational" sense.23 Similarly, Bruce Lincoln thinks that social identities are continually
(re-)established and social formations (re-)constructed from the past. 24 So these layers are useful for us to
analyze gender relations and social and political formations. These layers also may show that even among
societies like Hakas and Yakut who had very limited social, political and cultural transformations, some changes
took place in gender relations and that these old and new elements composed layers.
We continue to examine the legend after keeping formation of layers in mind: One of the important
figures of the Altın Arığ legend is Huu İney 25 a woman who has supernatural powers and has important roles in
this legend. Another point of importance is Huu İney’s character. She married sixty times and she has a son,
Hulatay. After sixty years, Huu İney returns to her country. She makes Çibetey and Altın Arığ come to life
again. Çibetey is the son of Alp Khan who was the ruler of this land, and Ak Ölen Arığ. They (his mother and
father) died young and charged Picen Arığ to nurture and protect Çibetey until he becomes old enough to look
after himself.26 Picen Arığ is a warrior girl who protects the people of the land.
The other marriage is between Çibetey and Alp Khan Kız whose nickname is Ulu Alp Kız (great warrior
girl). She subordinates ninety Khans (men rulers) and makes them pay tribute to herself. As she is so powerful,
she refuses to marry Çibetey, but Altın Arığ who is the heroine of this legend and also protector of Çibetey,
defeats this (Alp Khan Kız) in a fight and forces her to marry Çibetey. Here we see a woman who is a ruler
defeating ninety Khans (male rulers) and making them to pay tribute. She is not overcome by a man but by a
woman, Altın Arığ. Here again, ruling or fighting etc. are not activities preserved only for men. In these legends
patrilocality seems to be the forerunner of patrilineality. In other words, patrilocality is a kind of accepting men’s
superiority. It seems that men or women are equal as far as they are in their own places. But when they come
together, one of them has to subordinate to the other. Patrilocality puts men to a superior position. Ulu Alp Kız is
not keen to marry Çibetey, because this means accepting superiority of her husband. Probably she has to leave
her land and live with her husband. In other words, she has to share her power and authority with her husband
Çibetey and put herself on a lower status after her husband.
It might be said that in these legends there is a close relation between marriage and patrilocality and women
had to accept patrilineality and patriloclity, when they got married. Probably because of this, Altın Arığ refuses
to marry Hulatay who is the son of Huu İney, a woman of supernatural powers. When Hulatay makes a marriage
offer to Altın Arığ, the Yiğit (Çibetey) warns Altın Arığ against marriage. He says that ‘if you marry Hulatay,
they will count your sixty hair braids and make them into two thick braids; you cannot be a girl any more but
will become the woman of Hulatay, and you will sleep with Hulatay in one bed.’ 27 Altın Arığ refuses to be the
woman of Hulatay and she dedicates herself to the safety and happiness of her people. In the first case, the
woman (Picen Arığ) accepts the superiority of masculine power by marrying; in the second case, on the other
hand, the woman (Ulu Alp Khan Kız) refuses to marry, but she is forced to marry by Altın Arığ, a girl. But Altın
Arığ herself does not agree to marry and dedicates herself to her country’s people’s security and happiness.
These cases indicate that there was tension between the female and male authorities or between female and
masculine values and in these cases matrilocality and patrilocalty were points of tension or balance.

2-Yakut’s Er-Sogotoh Legend
At the center of their legend called Er-Sogotoh there is an ancient Mother Goddess who creates the
world and is the source of life. There are four versions of the Yakut creation legend where roles and presence of
Mother Goddess show variations between each one of them.
In the A. Th. Von Middendorf version, although Er-Sogotoh is accepted as the ancestor of mankind, “Tree
Mother, Life Tree, She-Ruler Tree (Agaç Hakan)” is seen as the mother of everything. Existence depends on her.
Sky and earth are her residence. 28 In fact, this tree is in normal height, but when the Ana-Tanrı (Mother Goddess)
comes, it starts to grow. 29 Here Mother Goddess and Tree Mother (Life Tree) Goddess are the same or the Tree
Mother is the worldly existence of the Mother Goddess.
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This legend is very interesting as there are many names and duties which are attributed to the Mother
Goddess. These are the creator (Mother God; Life Tree), mother (Tree Mother), ruler (Hakan). But this woman
did not create Er-Sogotoh who has a father and mother.30 He (Er-Sogotoh) is a powerful person and the ancestor
of mankind. It shows that the society in this legend recognizes patrilineal descent and gives importance to
masculinity but they believed in the power of women and feminine values.
The other version was compiled by I. A. Hudyakov. Er-Sogotoh is not mentioned in this version; “The
Life Tree” is essence of this legend. Yakuts believed that World had eight corners and in the middle there was a
big tree which reached until the pole star. They called this tree Demir-Kazık,31 it is a genderless tree.
Another version of the Yakut legend was compiled by Godohov. 32 This legend shows some
contradictions. Roles of God and Goddess are unclear: The God Ürüng-Ayıg-Toyon created the first man Ak
Oğlan (White Boy) who is seen as the ancestor of mankind. The “Tree Mother” protects Ak Oğlan and provides
for his needs. Here there is clear distinction between duties of the God and Goddess but Ak Oğlan addresses her
as “my worthy of respect and beautiful Goddess”33 or “I have no other God, I see you!” 34 Here God, not
Goddess, created first man (Ak Oğlan) who is the ancestor of mankind, but he recognizes “Tree Mother”
(Goddess) as his only God and Ayıg-Toyon is not mentioned. Here, it might be said that the belief of God as
creator of first man was recognized by the Yakut people but they did not forget their ancient Mother Goddess
figure and in the legend she gains more importance than the God.
The fourth version of the legend 35 was compiled by German philologist Böhtling. In this legend, ErToyon and Kübey-Hatun are the parents of Er-Sogotoh who is the ancestor of the Yakuts. There is a gray haired
Mother Goddess to whom an order comes from the third layer of the sky to protect and provide for Er-Sogotoh. 36
Here, the Goddess’ role is certain as a provider and protector, and she obeys orders which come from the third
layer of the sky. This legend mentions many things which are not mentioned in the other versions. These are bad
shaman women, and sacred beech tree of the Turks in the south and Er-Sogotoh’s struggle with Kara-Khan
which is similar to Oğuz Khan Legend 37 in which masculine power and superiority of men is recognized. In this
legend also, the main subject is Er-Sogotoh’s struggle with Kara-Khan in order to marry his daughter. During
this struggle the hero (Er-Sogotoh) proves the superiority of masculine power as a super man. Er-Sogotoh’s
power, supernatural strength and his handsomeness are described in a great detail like the hero Oğuz in the Oğuz
Khan Legend.38 It might be said that this version of the Er-Sogotoh Legend was influenced more from the
outside cultures. If there is no “Mother Goddess” figure, it would become a kind of a heroic legend in which
male values are dominant completely. But the hero addresses the “Life Tree” as “my Tree ruler (benim Ağaç
Hakanım), Ey (?) Sacred soul! Ey great Khatun! Soul of my yurt (land)” and her doings as a mother are
emphasized. In other words, the ancient Goddess figure which symbolizes feminine values, keeps her existence
in this new version of the legend. In this respect, the Hakas legend shows similarities with Yakut legends in
which many layers create dualities. These variations in the different versions of these legends show that these
societies experienced restricted social and political transformations and they had influences from the outside
patriarchal cultures. Esther Jacobson evaluated this duality as tension and says that “This sexual tension
unquestionably reflects slowly changing political structures dependent on an ancient shift of political power
away from female-centered clan structure, and reintegration of that power within male tribal elite…” 39
The First Group of Altai Legends
Altai Turks have been living in the Abaqan, Ob and Yenisey river-basins and Altai, Sayan, Tangru-la Mountains;
they were divided into many tribes which are divided into small sections called oymak. 40 Geographically, the
Altai Turks (or Altay Yenisey Turks) have been close to both sedentary monotheistic civilizations and
shamanistic “northerly” civilizations. They were both close to Turkic and Chinese civilizations in the South and
South Siberian and Mongolian societies in the North. In history, the Altai societies came under the hegemony of
the Southerly societies and had close cultural interactions with them. Their earlier legends carry more archaic
and egalitarian values, but the later were influenced from the southerly societies, and are less egalitarian and
more men dominated.41 Therefore, their legends show variations in respect to gender roles and women’s status.
These variations in their legends show how the old (ancient) and new elements were mixed or how
feminine and masculine values have been competing with each other. According to many Altai creation legends,
God Ülgen created the world with the help of Goddess White Mother called “Ak-Ene” or Ak-Ana.” 42 On the
other hand, in a different version, God Ülgen created first man and then the woman from the ribs of the man. 43
This is the influence of monotheistic religions, i.e., Christianity, Islam.
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Subsequently, the Altai legends show differences with respect to gender relations and there is no domination
or certain authority of men over women or vice-versa. But all of them show patrilineal traits. Within this
understanding these legends are divided in two groups in order to analyze gender relations during the ancient
times.
The first groups of legends are older than the second group. 44 The societies in the first group show
matrilineal traits; furthermore women are active and there is no certain division of labor between men and
women. These are Altay Maaday Kara,45 Er Samır and Kökin Erkey which are analyzed below. According to
İbrahim Dilek, the legends in the second group have come into existence in later periods. 46 These are Altay
Buuçay and Közüyke legends. 47 Generally, in the legends where men and male values are dominant, men are
superior to women physically and ethically. On the other hand, the ancient Mother Goddess figure and
matrilineality and some other feminine values persist and do not disappear.
1-Maaday Kara Legend
The Maaday Kara legend shows strong archaic values; here men and women are evaluated in equal terms. In
this legend, the hero Maaday Kara’s father and mother ascend the sky in order to protect their people; an old lady
who is the owner of Altai Mountain, protects Maaday Kara and provides for his needs; he becomes a hero in a
very short time. The old lady makes him wear clothes of warriors and gives him a dark horse with a cotton mane
(pamuk yeleli gök boz at). Throughout the legend, the hero’s struggle is with Erlik Khan’s daughter who makes a
marriage proposal to him. He refuses her and fights with her. During his struggle “Forest Mother” or “Tree
Mother” helps him; after defeating the daughter of the Erlik Khan who is the god of evil, he marries Altın Küskü
who is the daughter of Ay Han (Moon Khan). Then he flies into sky with his wife to protect his people.
This legend is a good example of a patrilineal society in which matrilineality and feminine values are very
important. Maaday Kara is the hero but his mother, his wife, and other women are acting as protectors and
providers. They are also the enemy. Women’s role is not restricted to a mother and wife role. The Hero proves
his power against a girl, the daughter of Erlik Khan. Persons are praised or slandered according to their character
not to their gender. Moreover, in this legend and in the others, the hero is always mentioned alongside with his
wife. In other words, masculine values (power of men) and patrilineality are praised but matrilineality and
feminine values are not undermined. Matrilineality and patrilineality with masculine and feminine values
complete each other.
2-Er-Samır Legend
Er-Samır legend starts with these verses which imply that men and women should be mentioned together and
complete each other.
Ak Bökö a brave person
With his wife Ermen Çeçen Hatun
Lived in calm, comfort
The son he raised
With a wife Altın Tana Hatun
He rides on a white-yellow horse
was a young man named Er Samır.48
The most striking aspect of this legend is that the right of ruling is seen not only in men but also in
women. Personal assets rather than gender are regarded important characteristics for a ruler. Through the legend,
Er Samır struggles to rescue his wife from the hands of Kara (black) Bökö; on his way, he meets two kağan
(ruler) girls who are more courageous and wiser than their brothers and help Er-Samır in his struggle. In return,
he defeats their brothers, makes them rulers of their countries and marries them to brave young men who are
equals of them.49
The other aspect of the legend is emphasizing monogamy. The hero’s struggle is for rescuing his only
wife. In the second part of the legend, polygamy is discouraged openly. The hero forces his brother to leave his
second wife and return to his former wife. 50 It can be said that although there was polygamy, monogamy was
preferred and practiced by those societies.
3-Kökin Erkey Legend
The Kökin Erkey legend is different from the others; here we have the adventures of a brother and a sister.
Kökin Erkey and his sister like each other and they did everything together. Kökin Erkey does not want to get
married and does not let his sister marry. One day his sister is kidnapped and he fights in a great struggle to
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rescue her. Here, there is gender equality not as wife and husband but as brother and sister. The hero, addresses
his sister as “my sun my moon”; and in the legend many girls on his (Kökin Erkey) way say openly how they
like him and would like to marry him. So it can be deduced that all of these legends of the first group reflect
gender equality where masculine and feminine values are praised and personal assets are placed before gender.
The Second Group of Altai Legends
This second group of Altai legends shows inclination towards a male dominated and strong patrilineal
character. In these legends, patrilineality and masculine values occupy greater place than matrilineality and
feminine values. They are Altay Buuçay and Közüyke legends. In many parts of these legends, women are placed
in a lower position; here we see more male-centered societies and women can be seen as a symbol of weakness
by comparison to men. Men are regarded more powerful mentally and physically. 51
1-Altay Buuçay Legend
In the legend, the hero Altay Buuçay leaves his family (his wife Ermen Çeçen, his daughter Caraa
Çeçen and his small son Erkemel) for hunting. These women folk left behind by the hero ask for protection from
the neighboring rulers (kağan), Aranay and Şaranay who are brothers. In their message to these neighboring
rulers, they say that “there are properties without owner and land without men. He should come and take us”.
Later, these two rulers accept the women’s offer and came to their land. One day while they are making fun,
Altan Buuçay returns and joins them. As he drinks a lot, he becomes ill. He asks for help from his wife saying
“my wife Ermen Çeçen, I took you (for marrying) by choosing from among the people help me.” But she and her
daughter betray him and they (together with these two kağan) kill the hero Altan Buuçay and their son, Erkemel.
In other words, a woman with her daughter kills her husband and her son. In the second part, two women with
supernatural powers change the course of the legend; Goddess Earth Mother revives the hero Altan Buuçay and
Teneri Kagan (God)’s daughter revived the hero’s son, Erkemel. Altan Buuçay takes his revenge and kills his
wife and his daughter. Before killing them, he says to them that when you were hungry I fed you with game and
I wrapped you with sable skin coat to make you live better!” In this legend, there is a certain division of labor.
Men are protectors and providers of women as husbands and fathers. Women are seen as having weaker
characters and in need to be protected and be provided. Ruling is the right and duty of men. Furthermore, class
distinctions are emphasized. On the other hand, the ancient mother Goddess and female figures that have
supernatural powers still play crucial roles.
Here, the hero engages in an exogamous marriage executed in a hypogamic fashion, i.e. marrying a
woman from lower class. Themes like women’s betrayal, man’s duty of feeding and protecting women that are
prevalent in these legends of the second group are absent from the first group. According to Sherry Ortner,
hypergamy (women marrying up) is the result of patriarchal, hierarchical state systems. 52 I think this marriage is
not an indication of such a radical transformation, but that of hierarchical tribal society. For example, no
virginity or purity of women is demanded and women are not valued only as mother aspects, which are seen by
Ortner as basic features of hierarchical state systems.
On the other hand, the goddess figure is very important in showing continuation of female figures of ancient
times in the legends which are patrilineal and men centered. After punishing his wife and daughter, the hero
(Altay Buuçay) marries the daughter of God (Teneri Kagan’s daughter) who helped him to revive his sons. This
marriage is endogamous and between equals. The hero is not a protector and provider, but he and his wife have
equal powers and charisma. In this legend, good, supernatural women and bad and/or weak women figures are
brought together. This shows that the archaic and new masculine values go hand in hand and sometimes these
values show obscurities.
2-Közüyke Legend
Another legend in this group is the Közüyke legend. 53 In this legend daughters are not valued; furthermore a
widow is regarded as incapable of educating her son. Having a deceased father is also seen as a negative point,
so that the prospective groom is regarded as unfit for his prospective bride by the bride’s father. Here, in this
legend the society is hierarchical; patrilineality and superiority of masculinity are emphasized; matrilineality is
also very important but it comes after patriline; women are passive; power and authority are at the hands of men.
Women do not play any important roles, their presence is very symbolic. In the first group of Altai legends, we
see the use of the phrase “Sun and Moon” for the couples, and they are active and equal in many respects. But
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here only men do every thing, they become successful and can be regarded as worthy of a wife passive
throughout legend. In other words, women’s only importance is as the wife of male figures.
In short, in the first group of Altai legend (Maaday Kara, Er Samır and Kökin Ekey), there is evidence of
gender equality, societies are patrilineal and patrilocal but matrilineality and feminine values keep their
importance. Marriages are between equals and there are no bad attributions to men or women or being bad or
good are not prerogatives of men or women. On the other hand, in the second group of Altai legends, women are
more symbolic, more passive, weak and not important as an individual but as the wife or daughter of men. So
far, by examining the contemporary oral epic legends, gender relations among the societies who use only
customary laws (töre/törö) in their gender relations have been studied. As a result we can say that they keep their
ancient way of life. We may evaluate these findings as indications of pre-Islamic gender relations.
The “Southerly” Group as Reflected in Historical Sources
The societies of the south consisted of composite tribes most of which had migrated from the eastern part of
Altay Mountains54 to the hearth of Inner Asia (south of Altai Mountains). They established political formations
such as states, and empires known as Xiongnu (Huns), early Türk (Göktürks) and Uighurs. The core unit of these
formations were all nomadic and semi nomadic. These people were able to establish militaristic, hierarchical and
bureaucratic political states and empires. State formation, wars, trade, political and economical alliances led to
radical transformations in their social and cultural structures and understandings. Thanks to their close relations
with the Chinese civilization, there are some historical sources, some myths or stories and historical events
which were recorded by the Chinese chronicles of their times. These sources report social, political and
economical lives of various Turkic societies before they came into contact with Islam. Furthermore, they left
some inscriptions which give valuable information about the social and political structures and gender roles.
In the southern part of Inner Asia, northern and north- western parts of China, we see in the history
Xiongnu (Huns), the first and second Türk States (Göktürks) and the Uighurs. In terms of gender relations, we
see them respecting feminine values, recognizing matriline. These all reflected themselves on gender relations,
and parallel to these political fluctuations the position of women changed constantly. These societies perceived
themselves more and more in patrilineal terms and, gave more importance to patriarchal values such as
superiority of men’s intelligence and strength. On the other hand, these societies did not become completely
male centered, matrilineality was still recognized and feminine values were respected to a certain degree.
Matrilineality and visibility of the women, on the other hand, increased during the periods of formation and
dissolution of states.
1-The Xiongnu (Huns)
The Xiongnu established a dynasty under the leadership of T’ou-man (c.209-174 B.C.), father of Maodun. There are no legends directly related to their origins but there are some historical records which give
valuable information about their establishment, and also about political, economical and social transformations
and relations with the Chinese dynasties. These sources give also some information about their gender relations.
The Xiongnu made wars with Chinese between 569-307 B.C. and their leader Mao-dun (Mete) enlarged
the empire between 209-174 B.C. The Shiji (Records of the Historian) 55 which is the first Chinese official
history gives important information about the social, political and ideological transformation of the Xiongnu
(Huns) Empire. About 204 B.C. Touman,56 who was the father of Mao-dun (Mete), established the Xiongnu
state. Mao-dun, on the other hand, founded a very disciplined, well armed and loyal army; then, he ordered his
followers to kill his father and his step-mother and brother. In frame of his new policies, he undermined the
earlier traditions. He gave his father’s thousand-li horse which he inherited and his favorite wife to the Eastern
Barbarians. But he refused to give 1.000 li of uninhabited land.57 Mao-dun established a new social and political
order in which he undermined the earlier social values for the sake of the state. He could easily give his horse
and wife to the enemy but not a deserted land which was seen as the base of the state. Mao-dun married a girl
from the Chinese imperial family to solidify his relations with the Han. In this way he obtained dowry, gifts; on
the other hand opportunities to trade were also the by products of that intermarriage. 58 Political career of Maodun shows us there is a close relation between politics and gender relations.
2-The Early Türk (Göktürks)
The Early Türk established an empire in two phases: the first state in 553-682 and the second state in
682-745. The Early Türk experienced some changes in their gender relations, parallel to their social and political
transformations. Patrilineality and patriarchal values gained more importance.
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There are three versions of the creation legends of the Early Türk, which are examined here. These
legends were for the creation of Ashina clan which had a right to rule the Türk. 59 They show variations and
reflect the ideology and worldview of their times. Bruce Lincoln’s following sentences give a sociological
explanation to these creation legends.
In descent-based segmentary systems, it is not enough to observe blandly that the
various groups and subgroups are defined by reference to apical ancestors. Rather,
they are constructed, literally called into being by ancestral invocationunderstanding within this term not only certain formal and ceremonial speech acts,
but all of the means whereby persons remind themselves and others of the ancestral
figures around whom their groups take shape: allusions, gestures, narratives,
displays of emblematic objects or design, and so forth. 60
These three versions of legends recorded by the Chinese annals are demarcated as Legend A, B and C
by Denis Sinor. The oldest one is the one in Zhoushu, completed around 629; a slightly different version is told
by the Beishi, completed ca. 659 and by the annals of the Sui dynasty (581-617). Two of them are almost the
same and demarcated as Legend A. According to this version A, ancestors of the Early Türks (Göktürks) were
defeated and only a small child could survive. He was raised by a female wolf and later this boy coupled with
this wolf and they had ten sons and one of these boys started the Ashina lineage.61 Immediately following the text
of Legend A, the Türk chapter of the zhoushu relates “another tradition” concerning the origin of the Türks. In
this legend which is named by Sinor as Legend B, matrilineality is valid. According to this oldest version, the
leader of the Early Türk was Abangbu, who had seventeen sons and his oldest son’s mother was a wolf,
therefore, he had supernatural powers. He had two wives who were daughters of the Summer and Winter Gods.
His eldest son, Jiansu, invented fire and rescued his people. Hence, the other three brothers chose him as their
leader and gave him the name of “Türk.” Türk had ten wives and they had many sons and each of them was
mentioned by their mother’s name. After his death, his ten sons gathered and chose their leader. Ashina’s son
could jump the highest. And he was chosen a leader and took the title of Axian Shad.62
The third one, the legend C, written probably in 860, is on the origins of the Türks, and is preserved in
the Yuyangdu, a collection of anecdotes, curious or miraculous histories and the like. 63 According to this legend,
the ancestor of the Türks was a lake spirit. It might be said that Ashina lineage came into being from a
supernatural being, and therefore the patriline gained certain superiority over matriline. 64
The last one was recorded more than two hundred years later and shows completely different character.
The dates of other legends are almost the same, they show similarities but legend A is patrilineal and legend B is
matrilineal. These variations in the legends show that the Early Türk societies had had different social and
political experiences which reflect themselves in their ideologies. Further, it might be said that different parts of
society had different cultural, social and ideological values. Ögel claimed that this legend (Legend B) is very old
and it became a “folk legend” and others were recognized by the Early Türk officially and thus they are “state
legends.”65 But legend A and Legend B were both recorded by Zhoushu. Therefore, it might be better to say that
some part of the society was keeping their old traditions, while others adapted new patrilineal values.
The Orkhun Inscriptions were written during the Second Türk State and reflected men dominated
values of the Early Türk. Generally, it seems that although they were quite patriarchal, they kept matriarchal
values or emphasized matrilineal descent. For example, in the Tonyuquq 66 inscription, which was written after
716, during the Second Türk State; it is written that “But they did not suffer (these difficulties so much) Heaven
and Umay and the Holy Spirits of the Earth and Water obviously favored us in succeeding (to overcome
difficulties).” 67 In the East side of the Kültigin inscription, it is written that “When my father, the kagan, passed
away, my younger brother Prince Kültigin (was at the age of seven). (At the age of…) (E31) my younger brother
Prince Kül got (his) adult name (=he was lifted up among grown-ups), by the good luck of my mother Umay-like
mother, the katun.”68 According to Roux, Khatun’s relation to Umay is similar to Khan’s relation to Tengri. They
were compared with Goddess and God. For Khatun the term of umaytag and for the Khan tengriteg “like Tengri”
were used.69 This is not an indication of gender equality; conversely it was a sign of male centered patrilineal
society. The Khatun with her high sacred personality legitimized and empowered the Khan, in other words the
patriarch. This shows great similarity with the ancient Greek imperial traditions. According to Susan Fischler,
wife of the ruler or hero goddess was a potent and popular combination, resulting in some very powerful
representations of divine empress.70
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On a basic level, the image of the mother goddess was a natural addition to imperial
iconography, not because it was de rigueur that these women be honored, but
because their inclusion in the cult completed the image of the patriarchal emperor. It
was more a part of the discourse about masculine power and patriarchal ideal, than
about an individual woman’s power within the imperial state… Thus the portrayal
of his womenfolk enhanced the image of the emperor as masculine leader, one who
could be sure of exercising control over an immortal household and, by extension,
the empire.71

These observations are also valid for the imperial marriages of the Early Türks (Göktürks) and the
Uighurs. For example, in the Orkhun inscriptions, Bumin Khan and Istemi Khan’s domination (in the 1 st state) of
the world is narrated but the Khatun is not mentioned. On the other hand, when ascendance to the throne was
described, Khan and Khatun were mentioned equally because it was believed that both of them were assigned by
God. Roux evaluated this as equality of Khan and Khatun in front of their national gods. 72 In fact Khatun was not
passive at all. She had her own autonomous area and authority. She had her own Otagh, male and female slaves;
she took part in the state affairs beside her husband but not in equal terms. 73 It seems that the real Khan was
identified with his wife whose powerful presence served authority and legitimacy of Khan. Maybe because of
this, when one person defeated a Khan, he could not proclaim his victory unless he captured or killed the wife of
the Khan.74
3- Uighurs
After the collapse of the early Türk Empire (Göktürks), Uighurs established an empire (744-840). They
extended their empire from Mongolia to today’s Xinjiang region (Eastern Turkistan). During the third ruler Bögü
Qa’an (Mou-yü) the Uighurs reached the height of their power. In 763 Bögü Qa’an accepted Manichaeism as a
state religion.75 According to Michael R. Dromp, his reason for accepting Manichaeism was that he saw the
utility of a centralizing and unifying religion in which he could act as defender of the faith by linking it to state
patronage.76 Parallel to its political and social transformations, 77 the creation legends of Uighurs carry traces of
Manichaeism. The new male centered state ideology is dominant but there are also some ancient beliefs.
According to one version of these creation legends, light from the sky went into trunk of a tree and it began to
swell up like a pregnant woman; after nine months and ten days five boys were born; the youngest one was Bögü
Khan who was superior to others with respect to his personality, ability to rule the country and to his interest to
agricultural works.78 According to another version, one night light from sky came down and people approached
that light. There, they saw five tents with a child in each. These people treated these children as if they were sons
of a king. After they became old enough, they chose the youngest one, who was most patient, strong-willed and
the most handsome. Such kind of legends in which the mother is a supernatural being or does not come from a
certain family, serves to the empowerment of patrilineality. There are no woman, the events are around men and
men prove their power and superiority. Such kinds of features of the legend show us patrilineal and male
dominated character of the society at that time. In this legend, Bögü Qa’an appears as an absolute, heavenly male
authority. There is no matrilineality or a female being. Patrilienality and patriarchal values gain absolute power
and do not share this power with the matriline. In real life, the Uighur rulers used marriage as an important
political tool in their relations with the neighboring dynasties especially with Chinese. 79
In conclusion, under the light of these information, Turkic people of Inner Asia, before entering Islamic
culture and civilizations, experienced different social, political and cultural transformations and in a parallel
manner gender relations show great variations. Certainly this subject needs to be explored with more detailed
interdisciplinary studies, but it might be said that while gender relations among the northerly societies were more
egalitarian, among the southerly societies they were more hierarchical and less egalitarian.
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